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January 2016 TÜV
Rheinland Nederland
moved to Arnhem. At
IPKW building SB
renovated into a
modern laboratorium.
A virtual tour in this
office is now
available.
Building SB is built in 1941 and put into use during World
War II. As part of the frontline the building was severely
damaged. After 1945 the building was restored to its
function as a cellulose factory.
Over the years the building has been modified several
times. For TÜV Rheinland bulding SB is sustainibly
developed with respect to the original design and structure.
Laboratories on the ground floor, offices on the mezzanine
level and large halls on the first floor. In 2015 it was
transformed for the current use as office and laboratory.
A variety of products are being tested in Arnhem. Glass is
tested on the ground floor for worldwide customers. The
customer base for wheelchair testing is international. De
ramp, test track and climate chamber are situated on the
first floor.

At the official opening in March by the mayor of Arnhem,
Herman Kaiser, and during the customer day in March
guided tours were given. Frequently TÜV Rheinland
Nederland was asked to organise these tours to show the
labs. Also many international customers want to see where
their products are tested.
Now a vitual tour is available. Photographer Walter Verwaal
photographed with Google Business View the inside and
outside of the building. With the 360°-pictures at different
places in the offices and labs it is possible to virtually walk
through the building
The pictures were taken on a summer Saturday. The tour
starts at the main entrance. Directly walking into the labs is
possible. Use these links.
Front door
Hallway
Wheelchair lab
Wheelchair circuit
Overview over the large hall and the wheelchair circuit
Lab workshop
Fire lab for floors
Injectorpen and PPE lab

Textile lab
Washing lab
Floors lab
Glass lab with gasleakage equipment
Glass lab with climate chambers
Glass lab for destructive testing. Burglar safety
Microscopy and spectometry
Fysical/chemical lab
Oven lab
Offices at the mezzanine floor
Stairs from mezzanine floor to ground floor
Connected to the future
Canteen
Coffee for mr Precisely

***************************************************************
TÜV Rheinland is a global leader in independent inspection
services, founded nearly 150 years ago. The group
maintains a worldwide presence of more than 20,000
people; annual turnover is EUR 2 billion. The independent
experts stand for quality and safety for people, technology
and the environment in nearly all aspects of life. TÜV
Rheinland inspects technical equipment, products and
services, oversees projects, and helps to shape processes
and information security for companies. Its experts train
people in a wide range of careers and industries. To this
end, TÜV Rheinland employs a global network of approved
labs, testing and education centers. Since 2006, TÜV
Rheinland has been a member of the United Nations Global
Compact to promote sustainability and combat corruption.
Website: www.tuv.com

